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jbeiett Beetled,
By DICK FREEMAN

Los Angeles, California
First prize winner in Desert Magazine's February photographic contest
shows two beetles, locally known as
stink bugs, devouring an apple core
at Split Mountain canyon,
Borrego
valley. Taken with a 31/4x41/4 Speed
Graphic on Panatomic X cut film. No
filter, bright morning sunlight, 1/10
sec. at f32. Zeiss Tessar 3.5 lens,
double extension bellows.

9+tdiian.
By VIRGIL FORD
Trona, California
This portrait of Indian George of
Death Valley won second prize in
the monthly contest. (See Desert
Magazine, February, 1940, for story
of Indian George Kansen.) Taken
with a 4x5 Speed Graphic Kodak F 4.5
lens. Ex. diffused light 1 50 at 8.8.
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Glade• Typical of men the desert breeds is
Dad Fairbanks, known to everyone who
knows Death Valley and the Mojave. His
experiences with early day Indians and
prospectors and his pioneering days at
Shoshone will he related by William
Caruthers in Desert Magazine soon.
• Charles Kelly's hobby of hunting old
inscriptions in the Southwest has led him
into some fascinating and remote corners.
In an early issue, he will tell Desert
Magazine readers about some of the
oldest and most interesting ones he has
discovered in Wyoming, Idaho, Utah,
Nevada, New Mexico and Arizona.
• Color of the desert is one of its most
subtle, baffling qualities. But there is a
scientific explanation of it—and the more
we know about the luminous blue shadows, the rosy hazes, brilliant red and
orange skies, the more we will appreciate the unique color harmonies of the
Southwest. Jerry Laudermilk has made
drawings especially to illustrate his forthcoming story on the subject.
• Margaret Stone, who has written this
month's story about the Pahute Indians
of Nevada, is one of the best known
white women among the Southwest
tribes. She has lived among them as
friend and adviser. She has been with
them in their triumphs and their tragedies; she has known them in their daily
lives and their ceremonial rites. Later she
will make Desert readers better acquaint
ed with the Papago Indians of Arizona
and the Laguna tribe of New Mexico.
• Last July, Desert published a story
which aroused more comment than nearly
any other in five years of publication—
"Beauty is not in faces. But in the hearts
of men." Phil K. Stephens, authorengineer, wrote this as the first of a
trilogy. The second, depicting the
Courage of the Desert, will appear
shortly; and the third. Kindness of the
Desert, is in preparation.
• Tom Terris, noted radio vagabond
adventurer, will be introduced for the
first time to Desert readers, when his
prize story, "The Canyon of Death" is
published this spring. Illustrations were
drawn by the Navajo artist Charles
Keetsie Shirley.
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One of the most dramatic and effective
of desert Easter services has been held
in Death Valley and has been nationally
broadcast. The first sunrise service was
held in 1929 by the late H. W. Eichbaum, builder and owner of Stove Pipe
Wells hotel.
No other service was held until 1934,
the year after Death Valley national
monument was established. Until last
year, thev were conducted annually by a
CCC chaplain with a choir of CCC boys
and instrumental music. The park service was obliged to discontinue the services last year upon removal of the CCC.
No service will be held this Easter.
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Old Fort Yuma on the blujj above the Colorado river.

When ScalpHuntersRan
the Yuma Ferryboat
When John Glanton and his scalp-hunting renegades reined their horses at the Yuma crossing of
the Colorado river in February, 1850, they envisioned a gold mine in the ferry being operated by
Dr. A. L. Lincoln. Glanton promptly announced himself as a partner who would henceforth see that the
ferry service was "managed properly." His exorbitant rates, often collected with gangster methods,
and his ruthless elimination of competitors brought
about a situation which compelled government action and the eventual establishment of Fort Yuma.
By ARTHUR WOODWARD
THE morning of April 23, 1850, three white men,
members of the renegad1; band of John A. Glanton's
band of Apache scalp hunters, burst from the willow
thickets fringing the Colorado and raced for the protection of
the rude ferry buildings some 300 yards away. Fear spurred
their heels. As they emerged into the open a sleet of Yuma war
arrows flickered around them like grey streaks of deadly rain.
William Carr, one of the men, took an arrow in his left leg but

he dared not pause to remove it. His companions, Marcus L.
Webster and Joseph A. Anderson, were firing erratically at the
swarm of 40-odd Yuma warriors baying at their heels.
A few musket and pistol shots smacked flatly on the warm
air, and white bolls of wooly black powder smoke blossomed
unnaturally among the arrowweed and mesquite thickets. Before they reached the huts more Indians appeared and the panting men ran for the protection of the jacales in the Mexican
camp not far from the ferry. The doors were tightly closed and
the terrified inmates would not admit the refuge:s. The river
was their last resort and the all but exhausted men fell into a
small boat and pushed off into the stream.
Although they were unaware of it, they were at that moment
the sole survivors of the Lincoln-Glanton ferry company which
for about 14 months had been reaping a rich reward of inflated
ferry fares from unfortunate gold hunters and home seeking
emigrants crossing into California, via the southern route.
The ferry had started honorably enough as a legitimate business financed and operated by Dr. A. L. Lincoln, who is said
to have been a distant relative of Abraham Lincoln. Dr. Lincoln had been in Mexico and late in 1849 started overland for
California. He reached the Colorado the latter part of Decem-
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ber and seeing the possibility of a ferry at the junction of the
Gila and Colorado rivers, built a few mud and pole buildings
on the California side just below the present site of Fort Yuma.
Little did he dream that in a trifle more than a year his death
and that of a gang of lawless renegades would be the direct cause
for the establishment of a United States military post erected to
guard the destinies of all future emigrants seeking admission
to the Golden Land.
Dr. Lincoln began operation about January 1, 1850. He
seems to have been a fair man, but too mild for a frontier ferryman. He employed three or four men to help him. They
treated the Indians fairly and there was no trouble along the
river.
On February 12, 1850, John A. Glanton, a blackleg lawyer
from Tennessee and more lately from San Antonio, Texas, and
still more lately from the state of Chihuahua, Mexico, and his
lawless mob reined their jaded horses on the Arizona shore
and waited for the ferry. There were nine men in Glanton's
gang. Most of them were from Texas and Missouri. They were
a ruthless, quick shooting, hard fighting lot. Their most recent income had been from the sale of human hair.
Originally they had hired out to the state of Chihuahua to
collect Apache scalps on a sliding scale of prices ranging from
$25 for children through $50 for women and $100 for men.
It was easy money for these border ruffians, some of whom had
seen service in the Mexican war and had lived by their wits
since the close of the conflict. Temptation urged them to sell
to the Mexican officials any locks of black hair that might be
found and when the purchasers discovered to their horror that
certain of the Mexican population of Chihuahua were reported
dead and scalped, the finger of suspicion pointed bloodily at
Glanton and his crew. Without more ado the scalp hunters, in
the parlance of the day, "sloped" for California where gold
could be picked up from the ground or out of miner's pokes
with a minimum of effort.
Glanton watched Dr. Lincoln operate for a week or so and
saw that here was a golden opportunity if the ferry were properly managed. Glanton told Dr. Lincoln that he had a partner
and thenceforth the ferry fares were collected by Glanton's
men. The prices for crossing were exorbitant but since this was
the only ferry in operation at that time, the unfortunate gold
seekers were forced to pay or sit and starve on the Arizona
shore. The majority paid and their grumblings were silenced by
the sneers of the ferrymen and the tacit threats of lost baggage
and revolvers prominently displayed in the waist bands of the
renegade conductors. Thus Dr. Lincoln became a silent partner.
No doubt he wished to be free of this obnoxious gang but there
was no escape.
Money rolled in. It is said that the gang possessed some $50,000 in silver and $20,000 to $30,000 in gold when the blow
fell. It is known that prior to the sudden uprising of the Yuma
Indians, Glanton and his men had deposited between $6,000
and $9,000 with Judge Benjamin Hayes of San Diego and had
left a herd of 22 mules and horses in that town as well.
Trouble with the Indians began when a General Anderson
from Tennessee who refused to pay the toll demanded for
crossing on the Glanton-Lincoln ferry went down stream and
built a boat. He crossed all of his stock and outfit and then
turned the ferry over to the Yuma Indians under their leader
Pascual with the stipulation that the Indians should not charge
travelers more than $1 per person, $1 per animal and $1 per
pack. This ferry was six miles distant from Glanton's establishment. To better facilitate intercourse with the whites the Indians hired an Irishman, Callahan, to operate the ferry for them.
Naturally Glanton would not tolerate a competitor, more
particularly when the competitor was an Indian. Accordingly,
the Irishman was killed and robbed—and the murder was laid
at the door of the Indians. The Indian ferry was mysteriously
destroyed. Chief Caballo Sin Pelo went to Glanton and remonstrated. He offered to operate with the white men. The Indians
would herd all animals safely across the river and Glanton
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could collect for the wagons and the people. This offer infuriated Glanton. He made the mistake of whipping Caballo
Sin Pelo with a stick and then kicking him out of the house.
That manhandling of Caballo Sin Pelo, head of the Yuma
nation, was the death warrant of all the white ferrymen on the
Colorado. The Indians bided their time. They knew a frontal
attack would be fatal. Their only weapons were long arrows
with fire hardened points, and the heavy potato masher shaped
war clubs. Against the repeating revolvers and straight shooting
rifles of the Americans those primitive weapons would be of
little use. Indian-like they took their insults into their hearts
where the verdigris of hate cankered and corroded.
They watched and waited.
The morning of April 23 the ferry force was divided. There
had been 15 men all told at the ferry. One of these men had
got into trouble at San Diego and had gone north to Los Angeles. On this day six men had crossed the stream in a boat to

"Three while men . . . burst from the willow thickets
iringing the Colorado and raced for the protection of the
rude jerry buildings . . ."

